
CHAPTER AESTHETIC STUDIO LAUNCHES
SECOND LOCATION WITH NEW STUDIO IN
NEW HARTFORD, NY

With plans to scale nationwide, Chapter Aesthetic Studio is
poised to launch a dozen locations in the next year, disrupting
the medical aesthetics industry

NEWS RELEASE BY ASPEN DENTAL

 

CHICAGO, Ill. — Chapter Aesthetic Studio, a leading aesthetic studio providing

evidence-based, non-surgical cosmetic treatments, has officially opened its doors in New

Hartford, NY with the acquisition of Alivana Aesthetics, bringing a new look to the office

and introducing new services along with a line of pharmaceutical-grade skincare

products. This is the second location, of 12 planned in the next year, for the recently

launched national brand of state-of-the-art, medical aesthetic clinics.

Chapter Aesthetic Studio was launched in 2021 by Aspen Dental Management, Inc.

(ADMI) and Rejuv Medical Aesthetic Clinic in an effort to create a new national brand of

medical aesthetic clinics, taking an evidence-based approach to create personalized

treatment plans that deliver measurable results. As one of ADMI’s health care brands,

Chapter Aesthetic Studio has access to specialized real estate, operations, marketing,

recruiting and training services. All of this helps Chapter’s providers focus on delivering

best-in-class service and personalized care to their guests.

“We continue to transform the medical aesthetic industry with this second location in New

Hartford,” said Melissa Rogne, Founder & President of the Chapter Aesthetic Studio.

“We’re excited to serve the New Hartford community and keep our momentum of

expanding nationwide.”

To celebrate the relaunch, Chapter Aesthetic Studio will host The Autumn Exclusive

event on Thursday, September 30  from 4-8 p.m., featuring treatment demonstrations

and giveaways. The New Hartford Chapter Aesthetic Studio office is also holding its
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biggest sale of the year in September – guests can save up to 30% from September 9

through September 30th on all products and services.

Located at 4626 Commercial Drive New Hartford, NY 13413, the office is led by owner

and managing clinical director Jennifer Baldwin, an American Association of Nurse

Practitioners (AANP)-certified Nurse Practitioner with more than 20 years of experience in

patient health and wellness. Baldwin and her team will provide a full range of

customized cosmetic treatments, including:

Injectables: Injectables are a common way to relax wrinkles and fine lines, or

plump areas where skin or lips have lost volume. Chapter’s specialists are skilled in

the science of cosmetic injectables — and the art of listening. Chapter offers

popular injectable brands including, Botox®, Dysport®, Xeomin®, Juvéderm®, RHA®

and Kybella®, as well as thread lift and PRFM treatments.

Laser Treatments: Lasers are a safe and clinically proven way to enhance skin

health and appearance and treat common concerns. The Chapter team is highly

skilled in industry-leading and scientifically advanced laser technologies, giving

patients a variety of treatment options to safely and effectively deliver remarkable

results. Treatment options include laser hair removal, IPL Photofacial and

Morpheus8.

Aesthetic Treatments: Patients can look and feel rejuvenated than with Chapter’s

medical-grade facials, microneedling treatments and exfloitating peels. Expert

professionals will help patients choose from a range of options that suit their

individual needs. Chapter offers popular aesthetic treatments including

HydraFacial®, SkinPen®, DiamondGlow™, custom exfoliating peels, PRP therapy and

dermaplane.

Body Treatments: Many guests come to Chapter with a concern about their body

they want help with — whether it’s stubborn fat on the body, cellulite, lack of

energy and fatigue or hair loss. The Chapter team is trained to understand those

concerns on a clinical level and, more importantly, on an empathetic level.

Chapter offers popular body treatments including CoolSculpting®, CoolTone®,

bioidentical hormone replacement therapy, IV therapy and PRP hair restoration.

“I couldn’t be more excited about this partnership with ADMI,” said Jennifer Baldwin,

Nurse Practitioner and owner of the Chapter Aesthetic Studio New Hartford location.

“What this means for our loyal client base is an updated studio look, and elevated

resources and technology. What’s not going to change is the warm welcome, friendly

faces and top-tier service providers and care practicitioners that our guests know and

trust.”

Office hours will be Mondays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Tuesdays through Thursdays from 9

a.m. to 7 p.m., Fridays from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Saturdays by appointment only. To make
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an appointment for a complimentary consultation including dermal imaging, guests can

go to www.mychapter.com and click on Book Online; or call 315-737-6230. More

information about the New Hartford, NY office and its services can be found here.

 

About Chapter Aesthetic Studio

Founder and President Melissa Rogne established Rejuv Medical Aesthetic Clinic in

Fargo, North Dakota in 2005. Fueled by her passion for providing innovative aesthetic

services and products, Melissa pioneered the region’s aesthetic industry and grew Rejuv

to the largest clinic in the Midwest, proudly ranked as an Allergan Top 100 clinic. Melissa

is now continuing her mission of empowering everyone to discover their own personal

beauty narrative. Rejuv is beginning a new story as Chapter Aesthetic Studio – and we’ll

be coming soon to a location near you. We invite you to join our team as we turn the

page and reclaim beauty’s one truth: it radiates from within.

About Aspen Dental Management, Inc. (ADMI)

Aspen Dental Management, Inc. (ADMI) is one of the largest and most trusted retail

healthcare business support organizations in the U.S., supporting 15,000 healthcare

professionals and team members at more than 1,000 health and wellness offices across

46 states in three distinct categories: Dental care, urgent care, and medical aesthetics.

Working in partnership with independent practice owners and clinicians, the team is

united by a single purpose: to prove that healthcare can be better and smarter for

everyone. ADMI provides a comprehensive suite of centralized business support services

that power the impact of four consumer-facing businesses: Aspen Dental, ClearChoice

Dental Implant Centers, WellNow Urgent Care and Chapter Aesthetic Studio. Each

brand has access to a deep community of experts, tools and resources to grow their

practices, and an unwavering commitment to delivering high-quality consumer

healthcare experiences at scale.
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